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Market Context (1/3)
Quantitative Easing programs throughout 2017 have so far led – among others –to the following
chain of consequences:
1

Liquidity Surplus in the financial system

2

Reinvestment needs (by both financial institutions and investors)

3

Increase in the amount of bonds purchases (along with those by the Central Bank)

4

Bonds yields’ depression

5

Necessity of “moving up the risk ladder” for yield-seekers

Dip buyings in stock markets
London Stock Exchange Group 8 November 2017

stocks prices to highs
& volatility to lows
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Market Context (2/3)
Indices: FTSEMIB; FTSE100, SP100, CAC40, DAX

FTSE MIB: 3mos Volatility

What could affect this trend in the near future:
•
•
•
•

Bursting of the “bubble of confidence” and return to a normal state
Tapering programs
Geopolitical tensions (US/North Korea etc…)
Political instability in Europe and in the US (Italian political elections, Spanish political crisis etc…)

Increase in market volatility is expected in 2018
London Stock Exchange Group

8 November 2017
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Market Context (3/3)
The increase in market volatility along with the effect of the cash drained from the system through tapering
will lead to:
1

(Potentially) Higher margins collected by CCPs

2

Less liquidity available for Participants in order to cover margins called by CCPs

3

Increase in the use of Securities (instead of cash) in Margin Coverage

4

Emphasis on Collateral Efficiency and Haircuts

Overall increase in the importance of Triparty Repo Platforms

London Stock Exchange Group
8 November 2017
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Margins

Confidence
intervals
Holding period
Lookback period

Higher than 99.7%
(Reg. Minimum: 99.00%)

Up to 5 Days
(Reg. Minimum: 2 days)

Up to 25 Years
(Reg. Minimum 1 year)

Covered by

KEY MESSAGE:

Default Fund

Conservative Assumptions…
Conservative
Scenarios

Based on Worst Events
ever Occurred

Anti-Domino
Effects

Covers the Default of 3
(equity) or 4(fixed income)
most exposed Members
(Reg. Minimum: 2 days)

Covered by

Soundness and robustness of the model strongly proven
during the recent crises
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…continuously challenged by severe tests
Assess the size of
each Default Fund

2- Sensitivity
Test

Assess the
adequacy of
margining
assumptions

1430 Equities
1059 Bonds
199 Equity Derivatives
37 Energy Derivatives
>20 000 Options Series
And More

3- Stress
Test

Assess the
adequacy of stress
test scenarios

4 - Reverse
Stress Test

1- Back
Test

Assess the
adequacy of margin
coverage

Underpinned by Cutting-Edge Independent Model Validation Process
(2016 LSEG CEO Award Winner for Innovation)

KEY MESSAGE:

Conservative Approaches - Innovative Developments
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New Margins’ methodologies
The increasing markets’ complexity is pushing CCPs towards the implementation of leading practises
margins’ methodologies (such as VaR-like methodologies):
SPAN-like models

VAR-like models

Key features

Key features

• Widely used in the past, now gradually replaced

• Aligned to current market leading practises

• Static nature of used parameters

• Dynamic nature of used parameters

• Suited for standard listed derivatives

• Suited for increasing markets complexity

CURRENT PRACTISES
London Stock Exchange Group

8 November 2017

FORTHCOMING LEADING PRACTISES
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Managing margin requirements on X-COM
 Collateral is typically isolated across business silos, disparate margin and operations centers and treasury areas, therefore there is still
room for optimizing collateral allocation processes
 Current market conditions show broad chances of improvement towards a more efficient collateral management system in terms of
processes and costs and therefore towards a greater level of efficiency in managing funding needs and investment strategies of
customers
 X-COM is the ideal platform for managing securities to cover Margin calls, as an alternative to the current management system

All the advantages of the X-COM platform with
centralized collateral management with no
operational burden e.g.:
• Automatic substitution of securities in case
of ineligibility;
• Recall of collateral with simultaneous
substitution
• Multiple Mark-to-market thru the day
• Collateral reuse in NCB

Proposals

KEY MESSAGE

Possible enrichments of X-COM features
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Any questions?
Thank you!

